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Arbitrary Sampling  Frequencies 
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TOR A. RAMSTAD 

Absfruct-The  paper  presents  filtering methods  for interfacing  time- 
discrete systems wit$ different sampling frequencies, The  methods are 
applicable for  sahpling  rate conversion  between any  two sampling fre- 
quencies; the conversion ratio may even be irrational or slowly time 
varying. 

Interpolation py irrational factors requires digital filters  with  non- 
periodically varying coefficients. This is dealt  with in two ways. 1) All 
possible coefficient values are  precalculated.  This is, in a sense, possible 
because of the  finite resolution  needed. Or 2), the coefficients  can be 
updated in real time using either  FIR  or  IIR filters. The first solution 
requires  a  huge  coefficient memory;  the second scheme, on  the  other 
hand, is computationally intensive. While discussing both of these solu- 
tions, more practical intermediate schemes incorporating  both  FIR- 
and  IIR-type filters are suggested. 

The suggested practical implementations  are  either based on analog 
reconstruction filters  where the derived digital filter  coefficients  are 
functions of the distances between  current  input  and  output samples or 
digital interpolators  combined with simple analog interpolation schemes 
for finding the desired values in between the uniform output samples 
from the digital interpolator. 1 

I. INTRODUCTION 

C ONVERSION between arbitrary sampling  frequencies in- 
cludes cases where  the sampling rate  ratio is integer, 

rational, and irrational. In all of these situations, and whether 
the conversion ratio is larger or smaller than 1,  the  problem 
consists of finding new sample values in between  the original 
samples either by interpolation  or  extrapolation. One excep- 
tion  exists,  namely, integer  ratio  downsampling, here  denoted 
decimation. Then the  output sample  positions  coincide with 
some of the  input samples. We shall consider the  interpola- 
tionlextrapolation  rather generally.  Interfacing methods be- 
tween  any  two sampling  frequencies will be developed. 

Most references on digital interpolation are concerned  with 
either integer ratio interpolation/decimation or  rational  ratio 
sampling  rate change [ I ]  -[7] . (For  further references, see 
[2] .) It  has  been shown  that  both  of these classes can apply  any 
of  four  types  of digital  filters: FIR filters [ I ] ,  [2] , IIR  filters 
[6] , two-rate  FIR filters [SI , and  two-rate  IIR filters [3 ]  , [4]. 
Furthermore,  the  different filter types  may be combined in 
various  ways for multistage implementation [7]. This may  be 
favorable for large sampling rate ratios. 

For integer  and  rational interpolation  ratios,  the filters can 
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be considered to be time varying with periodically changing 
coefficients [8], [4]. 

Rational  ratio  filters can approximate  any  irrational  factor 
interpolator to  any degree of accuracy. A rational  interpola- 
tion  factor P can be  expressed as 

r = M/N (1 1 
where M and N are mutually  prime integers.  To approximate 
irrational  numbers  to reasonable accuracy, M and N may have 
to be very large. This turns  out  to be inconvenient because it 
requires high-order filters. It is known  that  the processing in- 
volved will not necessarily be forbidding,  but  high-order  filters 
can be quite difficult to design and  they require large coeffi- 
cient  memories. (Multistage implementations  may overcome 
this  difficulty  somewhat.) This is one  of  the incentives for 
trying to contrive more direct and general methods  for irra- 
tional ratio interpolation.  Another  motif  for  this  development 
has  been to  find general interpolators  where  different sampling 
ratios may be  imposed without having to redesign the coef- 
ficients (withn  bandwidth  and  attenuation  requirements). 
Finally, such  methods are mandatory if one  or  both sam- 
pling frequencies are slowly time varying. 

Because the coefficients  for irrational  ratio  interpolators will 
not be periodic,  the required number  of coefficients may seem 
to be infinite. However, due to  the  finite  resolution needed to 
represent the  coefficients,  the  number  of necessary  coeffi- 
cients will be finite,  although very large. 

A way to reduce or almost eliminate  the Coefficient storage 
incorporates coefficient design during the filtering  process 
based on  the  current relative positions  of  the  input  and  output 
samples. The drawback of such  a  method is the  complexity of 
the coefficient  calculations, which .would easily far  exceed  the 
calculations involved in the filtering operation itself. 

These two basic principles for  constructing  arbitrary  ratio 
interpolators represent the  extremes. We shall discuss them 
further in the sequel, but we also present intermediate  solu- 
tions which  require a limited  coefficient memory,  but coeffi- 
cient updating in  some  fashion as well. 

The first of these  principles was exploited by Lagadec etal.  
[9]. Their idea was to interpolate digitally to  an  extremely 
high sampling frequency using an  FIR  filter,  and  then choose 
the closest sample to the  correct sampling instant. Because the 
intermediate  output samples do  no have to be calculated, this 
method will be shown  to represent the exhaustive  coefficient 
design. 

We shall analyze Lagadec’s method  and pursue  this intuitive 
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approach to include linear interpolation  between  the neighbor- 
ing samples to  the  wanted sampling point [ l   I ] ,   [ 17 ] .  This 
scheme will have certain  advantages, such as a lower necessary 
digital  filter sampling rate  and smaller coefficient memory, 
but will require one coefficient  calculation for  each  output 
point  and  more filtering operations. These two  techniques will 
be shown to  be special cases of digital interpolation  combined 
with classical Lagrange interpolation. 

The basic underlying  idea for all arbitrary  ratio  interpolation 
schemes is, however, to use an analog reconstruction filter for 
which the  output is resampled. Because only sample values of 
the  output are required,  the filtering operations can be  per- 
formed as arithmetical  operations  on  the  input samples by 
coefficients  derived from  the analog filter. In the case when 
the  reconstruction filter. is described by a finite  length impulse 
response, the  actual digital filter coefficients  are  sample values 
of this  response. Lagrange interpolation provides one  method 
for  constructing  the impulse  response, but  more  importantly, 
a  fairly  simple formula  for  the coefficient  calculations,  espe- 
cially for  low-order filters.  Other design methods will be dis- 
cussed as well. An implementation  of particular interest is a 
scheme  for  which the  entire impulse  response is represented 
parametrically so that  any sample value of the response  can  be 
found  by simple calculations. In this case, the design method 
is irrelevant for  the filter operations;  once  the impulse  re- 
sponse is known, it can always be  parameterized  and the pa- 
rameters put  into  the filter structure. 

A  second class of general interpolators is based on analog 
filters with  rational  transfer  functions. The interpolator ver- 
sions of  these are obtained  either  by  the  modified  z-transform 
or  from  the state-space formulation.  In  both cases, the  filters 
will contain a  fixed recursive part working at  one  of  the sampling 
rates,  and  either  the  input  or  the  output weighting  coefficients 
will be  functions  of  the  time differences between  input  and 
output samples. For practical implementations,  the  direct 
functional rdlationships may be too  complex.  Therefore, ap- 
proximations are worked  out  which  incorporate storage 
of samples of possible coefficient values and interpolation 
schemes to find  the  correct values. Again, there is a tradeoff 
between memory size and  calculation complexity. 

The paper will not  attempt  to give a complete discussion on 
the  tradeoffs between the different techniques,  but  rather  at- 
tempts  to  offer  an overview of possible methods.  Different 
applications might find use for  the various approaches. 

Some  application  areas  for arbitrary  ratio  interpolation in 
digital audio  and related  fields have been discussed in [9] . 

Two of the basic ideas in this  paper have previously been 
briefly  presented in [ 1 I ] .  

11. INTUITIVE APPROACHES BASED ON INTEGER 
RATIO  DIGITAL  INTERPOLATORS 

In this  section, we review and  analyze the sample-and-hold 
method [9], [17] and the  method using a point  connector  to 
find  intermediate values between sample values [l 11 , [ 171 . 
This discussion will serve as an introduction  to  the section on 
Lagrange and optimal  interpolation. 

We shall assume that  the  input sampling frequency is con- 
stant,  and we wish to compute  output samples at  any  time 

instant. This seems to  imply an infinite set of coefficients 
wherefrom  the  correct coefficients  could  be  chosen to  con- 
struct  any sample.  However, only a finite set of possible out- 
put  states  exist in  a  digital signal, which in turn reduces the 
number  of necessary coefficients t o  a finite  set. 

In [9] , the following  idea is exploited. When interpolating a 
low-pass signal by  an  extremely high factor,  the  outcoming 
signal is highly correlated, i.e., the neighboring samples do  not 
differ much in amplitude. If the  interpolation  factor is chosen 
so large that  the  difference  between adjacent samples cannot 
exceed half the interval  representing the least significant bit, 
then  any sampling point can be represented by choosing the 
nearest  sample to  the  wanted  time  instant within the signal 
resolution. We have depicted  this  situation in Fig. 1. 

There are several ways of analyzing this  system. One method 
would be to consider the resampling,process as an  unwanted 
timing  jitter  and use the established theory  of  jitter noise [ 121 
to evaluate the  system  performance. A  different approach is 
to derive the  spectrum  of  the  output signal considering aliasing 
components  of wrong  frequencies as noise. Assuming that  the 
output sampling frequency is constant,  the  spectrum of the  con- 
tinuous  output signal (before resampling) is found  by sending 
the signal through  the digital interpolator in cascade with  an 
analog  filter with  the impulse response given by  a pulse of  dura- 
tion T and height 1/T. The input  spectrum and the filter 
transfer  functions are shown in Fig. 2. The resulting spectrum 
is  thereafter resampled at  the  required  rate f,' generating alias- 
ing components  from  the residual signal component above 

We shall not here  pursue  these analysis methods  any  further, 
but  rather consider  a simple worst case analysis which will give 
the highest needed interpolation  factor  for  any possible band- 
limited ( f  < f M ) ,  amplitude-limited ( I  x I < A )  signal with  finite 
resolution (b  + 1 bits). The largest signal variation possible 
will occur at times 2fMt  = 0, 1, 2, . . if applying the sinusoid 

x ( t )  = A sin (2nfMt) (2) 

to  the system. With a sampling interval of T, the maximum 
error will occur  at times T/2 off the  output samples from  the 
digital interpolator. The error is then  approximately 

f,'/2. 

Axmax X A 2 n f ~  . T/2. (3) 

Requiring that this error be equal to or less than half of the 
smallest quantizing  interval, we get 

Ax,,, AnfMT < 412 = A * 2-(b+').  (4) 

Solving for the required sampling rate f ,  = 1/T, we obtain 

f ,  2 71.2b+lfM. (5) 

As an example, consider an audio signal represented  by 16 
bits and a highest signal frequency  equal to 20 kHz;  then 

f,>216 . n * 2 0 - 1 0 3  H z x 4 G H z .  

Of course, these  calculations  are overly pessimistic. On the 
other  hand,  without any a priori knowledge about  the  spectral 
contents  of  the various signals that  may be applied, it may be 
necessary to design for worst case. 

The  interpolation factor implied by (5) will require  a high- 
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Interpolator: Digital Interpolator for increasing the sampling rate and also analog filter is also in cascade with it (Page 578)
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Deglitching: The signal is then resampled using sample and hold.
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Fig. 1.  Interpolation  method  due to [9]. A digital interpolator gen- 
erates  a highly oversampled signal. Any output  point  is represented 
by  the dashed  line. 

2f; f 

Fig. 2. Spectrum of input signal and transfer functions of digital inter- 
polator  and "sample and hold." 

order digital filter. This is even more  true  when we take  into 
account  that  the aliasing noise generated  by downsampling 
should be no larger than  the  quantizing noise, and  therefore 
high stopband  attenuation will be compulsory. 

For  audio  systems where the signal-to-noise ratio should  be 
extremely  high,  the filter order  for a  direct design is forbidding 
even though  the  actual processing will be  reasonable. There- 
fore, a  multistage  filter  has been applied in [ 9 ] .  

A straightforward generalization of  the discussed principle 
would be to  apply linear interpolation  between  the adjacent 
samples to  the  output  point,  and  choose as a  sample value the 
value of  the straight  line at the  correct  time  instant. This 
method is depicted in Fig. 3. Of course,  the real signal value 
will be a close approximation  to  the straight lines if the  inter- 
polation  factor is large enough.  To  get a quantitative measure 
for  the necessary intermediate sampling frequency in this case, 
let us use the same type of worst case analysis as for  the first 
method.  The largest possible deviation from  the straight line 
approximation will occur  on  the  top  of a  sinusoid (for 2 f M t  = 
1, 3, a )  (where the  curvature is maximum)  when  amplitude 
A and  frequency fM are the  maximum allowable values. Com- 
puting this  maximum  error when the sampling instant is in the 
middle of two  input samples, we get 

With the  requirement  of  an  error  equal (or smaller) to  (than) 

4/2 = A  .2-(b+') 

we get 

For the  audio  example, we now get 

The calculations indicate  that,  compared to the first method, 
the necessary interpolation  ratio is reduced by a factor  of 256, 
a dramatic improvement!' 

However, it  turns  out  that  the  computation  rate will be 
higher for this last case. We will return  to  that issue in  a  later 
section. 

Fig. 3. Linear interpolation between input samples  (marked with x). 
Output samples (marked with 0) are samples on the  .connecting 
straight lines. 

111. THE  CLASSICAL RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM 
RELATED TO FILTERING  INTERPOLATION 

In this section, we consider  analog reconstruction  of a time- 
discrete signal from  its sample values in  a more general con- 
text. Based on  the  obtained  continuous signal, any  kind  of 
resampling can be applied. In a practical digitaZ solution,  the 
entire  continuous waveform will not have to  be reproduced. 
Only the necessary  samples of  the analog signal will be cal- 
culated.  The  theory  outlined in  this section will serve as a 
basis for  the  practical  implementations  in  subsequent sections. 

An analog representation  of  the  time-discrete signal can be 
found  either  by applying  suitable interpolation  functions or, 
in the special case when  the signal samples are equispaced, by 
a  filtering procedure. These two  methods  are, of course,  re- 
lated, as will be  shown in  the following  discussion. 

Let us first review interpolation strategies: given N 1  + N2 + 1 
sample values { X ( t k ) } ,  how can we reconstruct  the original 
signal x( t )  such  that 

N* 
x(t> X ( t k )  # k ( t )  (8) 

k= - N ,  

where {&(t)} is a set  of linearly independent  interpolation 
functions or base functions? Of course, ideal reconstruction is 
possible only  in special cases and if the original  sampling was 
done carefully. Comments  on  different sampling methods  are, 
e.g., given in [12,  Appendix 51 and in [18]. 

In the case of  uniform sampling of a bandlimited signal of 
infinite duration, we know  that  the sampling rate must  be at 
least 2 fg when f g  is the highest signal frequency. In that case, 
perfect  reconstruction  can,  in principle,  be obtained  by  apply- 
ing the  interpolation  functions [20] 

a, T sin [ a c ( t  - kT)]  
@k( t )=  -7 w c ( t  - k T )  

where T is the sampling  interval and a, is the passband edge 
of  the brick-wall reconstruction filter  satisfying 

If nonuniform sampling is considered  (or signals of  finite 
length),  other  types of interpolation  functions must  be  ap- 
plied.  One interpolator which is also suited for  nonuniform 
reconstruction of signals is the Lagrange interpolator. In prin- 
ciple, the Lagrange interpolator is a polynomial fit constructed 
in such a  way that  each sample is exactly  represented  by a 
function  which has  zero values at all other sampling points. 
The  interpolation  functions are given by 

Dolcera
Rectangle
Interpolator: Interpolator for increasing the sampling rate (Fig. 1)
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Deglitching: The resulting signal is thereafter resampled using sample and hold circuit (Fig. 2)
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where { t i }  are the given sampling points  and  the superscript L 
indicates Lagrange interpolation. Of course,  these functions 
do  not generally guarantee zero  error  in  between  the samples. 

One interesting observation  should  be made at this  point: 
specializing to uniform sampling and  letting N 1  + m and 
N2 -+ m, all the Lagrange interpolation  functions will asymp- 
totically  approach  the expression  in (9) with a, = a , /2  (Le., 
Whittaker interpolation  [13] ). 

Other  interpolation schemes could be devised using other 
basis functions. However, we shall consider only Lagrange 
interpolation  and  interpolation schemes which are optimal 
in  some sense. We shall return  to  the  optimal  solution in a 
later  section. 

Let us now consider the analog filtering reconstruction prob- 
lem further. Assuming uniform sampling, a  time-discrete signal 
can be  represented as 

m 

x ( t )  = x ( k T )  6 ( t  - k T )  (11) 
k=-m 

where 6(t)  is the Dirac delta function. If this signal is applied 
to an analog reconstruction filter with impulse response g(t) ,  
the  output is found  from  the  convolution integral which,  due 
to  the special input, simplifies to  the following sum: 

m 

x^(t) = x(kT)   g ( t  - kT) .  (12) 
k = - m  

Comparing  this  result to (8), we realize that  the  interpolation 
functions in (12) must  obey  the  condition 

@k (t)  = 40 ( t  - kT) (13) 

to become a filtering operation.  That  is,  the  interpolation 
functions must all be derived by  shifts  of  one  function. This 
requirement was, of course,  fulfilled for & ( t )  in (9) as these 
functions were derived from  a brick-wall  filter. 

In the following sections, we shall  consider practical designs 
of g( t ) .  Here,  however, we  want  to  interpret  (12) in terms  of 
a time-varying  transversal filter. 

It is convenient to express the  continuous  output  time vari- 
able in (12) in terms of the  input sampling  interval as 

t = n T + t ’  (14) 

where 

t r  = [ t ]  modT and n = INT [ t /T]  . (15) 

Then (12) can be expressed as 

x^(nT+ t’) = x [ ( n  - m )  TI g, (t’) 
m 

(1 6) 
m=-m 

after  a change of summation variables. In this equation, we 
have introduced 

gnz(t’)=gnz([tl  rnodT)=g(mT+ Ltl modT) .  (17) 

Equation  (16) can be implemented as a transversal  filter with 

Fig. 4. Transversal filter structure  for  continuous signal  reconstruction 
from  uniformly  spaced  samples. 

f 

* 
t 

(b 1 
Fig. 5. (a)  Impulse  response of reconstruction  Titer. (b) Time  variation 

of two  filter coefficients  in the transversal  structure. 

time-varying and periodic Coefficients as illustrated  in Fig. 4. 
Each  coefficient will run through values corresponding to an 
interval T of  the impulse  response. Fig. 5 shows an example 
of  an impulse  response of  a  reconstruction filter  and two 
adjacent  time-varying  coefficients. 

What we have shown so far is analog reconstruction  from dis- 
crete samples using a transversal  filter structure. It is now 
trivial to apply  this  filter structure  for  producing samples only 
at  time-discrete  output  instants, e.g., uniform samples sepa- 
rated  by T’ seconds. Then 

m 

x^(kT’)= x^(lT+ A t ) =  ~ [ ( l -  m )  T ]  g, ( A t )  (18) 
m=-m 

where, again, 

1 = INT [k T’/T] and A t  = kT‘- IT. (19) 

The  output signal needs only  to be  calculated at the resam- 
pling instants so, in effect,  no analog signal reconstruction is 
applied. If T’/T is rational,  then At  in  (18) will be periodic, 
and  therefore  the needed  coefficients  are also periodic. If a 
finite  length version of g(t)  is used, it is possible to precalcu- 
late the coefficients for  the rational interpolation case. On the 
other  hand, when T’/T is irrational,  there will exist no periodic 
relation between  the  coefficients, in which case it becomes  nec- 
essary to calculate new coefficients {g, (A t )}  for each output 
sample. 

Based on  the above description, we  will present several al- 
ternative solutions using both  FIR and  IIR  filters,  and we will 
also discuss how the filters  are designed. 
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w. REAL-TIME COEFFICIENT DESIGN BASED ON 
ANALOG IMPULSE RESPONSES 

In  this  section, we look  for possible synthesis  methods re- 
lated to the impulse responses of analog filters  where  the 
digital  filter  coefficients  can  be  calculated in real time. We 
wish to use an  FIR  type  of  implementation according to (16). 
For  efficient  implementation,  two issues must be considered. 
First,  the  length  of  the  FIR  filter,  which implies the  number 
of  multiplications per output  point,  and  second,  the  amount 
of  computation involved in calculating each new coefficient. 
Three different design procedures will be discussed. The first 
method uses windowing  of  the impulse  response of  an ideal 
low-pass filter. In the second method,  the coefficients  are  de- 
rived from a moving Lagrange interpolator.  The  third design 
p’rocedure  is an optimal  method in the L z  norm, i.e., the  out- 
put resampling noise is minimized by taking the knowledge 
of  the  autocorrelation  function  into  account.  The  optimal 
method is particularly  interesting  for  low-order filters  and as 
a  measure for comparing the  optimality  of  other designs. 

Window Design 

zero phase has  the impulse  response 
An ideal  brick-wall  low-pass  filter with  bandwidth wp and 

This filter is, of  course,  of  infinite  length  which makes  imple- 
mentations as transversal structures impossible. By applying  a 
window  function w(t) of  length 7 to g(t), we get a  practical 
filter,  but also reduced performance.  The  obtained filter is 
given by 

h( t )  = w ( t )  - -. wp sin apt 
2 apt 

This  impulse  response  has zero crossing at 

For  the special case o f  f p  = f J 2 ,  where f ,  is the  input sampling 
rate,  then if trying to  compute  the  output  when  one  of  the 
sample values is at  the  symmetry  point  of h(t) ,  the  zero cross- 
ings will occur  exactly  at  other sample values. Therefore,  the 
input samples are not modified.  This feature is also inherent 
in the Lagrange and  optimal  methods, which will be  con- 
sidered next. 

According to  (1 6)  and (17), each  output calculation will 
require knowledge of sample values of h(t). Whereas each  of 
these  samples will require  one  multiplication to find  one  out- 
put signal, the necessary  calculation to find  the  coefficient 
values is much  more  complex.  Therefore,  if we try to design 
filter coefficients directly  from (21) in real time,  the coeffi- 
cient  calculations would  require  most  of  the  computation 
effort. Of course,  one could devise special circuitry  for  these 
calculations. We shall later consider how  approximations  to 
the calculations  can efficiently be implemented. 

The reconstruction noise performance  of these filters will de- 

pend  on  the  length of the filter  and the  exact shape of  the 
window, i.e., the  function w(t). 

Moving  Lagrange Interpolation 
In the previous design method,  the  coefficient calculations 

were rather  complex. Coefficient design based on Lagrange 
interpolators may offer simpler calculations because they  only 
involve polynomials. 

Several possible methods can be devised using finite  length 
Lagrange interpolators as reconstruction filters. We may,  for 
instance,  partition  the  input signal in  blocks of N samples and 
use a length N Lagrange interpolator. Each block is then re- 
constructed  separately using polynomial  fits according to (8) 
and (10). This straightforward  application is nonoptimal.  The 
far end intervals will be reconstructed  from  more  distant sam- 
ples than  the intervals in  the  middle  of  the block.  Also, this 
procedure is not  of  the filtering type  presented in Fig. 4, but 
rather a block processing operation. 

It is more efficient to use a sliding interpolator as shown  in 
Fig. 6 with coefficients  based on  the Lagrange formulation.  In 
effect,  the Lagrange method  then mainly serves as a  coefficient 
design procedure. 

For  example,  we  look  at  the  reconstruction using a third- 
order Lagrange sliding interpolator as shown  in Fig. 6. The 
third-order Lagrange function needs four samples to be  de- 
fined. As can be  seen,  the  two  different curves drawn  in Fig. 6 
cover intervals  spaced T apart while  defining continuous 
curves of  infinite  length. We also observe that  the recon- 
structions  in  the overlapping  intervals  are not equal. To re- 
move the  ambiguity as shown, we must  define an interval of 
length T valid for  each new application  of  the Lagrange func- 
tion  or, if wanted,  take some average over the overlapping re- 
constructions.  The last  possibility is equivalent to extending 
to a  higher order Lagrange function.  Therefore,  only  the first 
possibility will be  pursued.  The group delay of  the filter will 
be determined  from  what interval is chosen. We define a  delay 
t d ,  which is the  duration  from  the  rightmost used sample to 
the beginning of  the valid interval. If td = 0, the filter would 
work as an  extrapolator. If  we select td = 2T,  we use the 
center interval in a symmetric  fashion,  thus creating  a  filter 
with linear  phase. Intuitively,  the closest approximation to 
the  correct curve could  be found in this  center interval. 

The order N of  the Lagrange sliding interpolator  and  its 
delay td uniquely  specify the  filter.  To get  a better  compre- 
hension of  the filtering performance  of Lagrange sliding in- 
terpolators,  it might  be  useful t o  examine  their impulse and 
frequency responses. Using the  theory as presented in [lo], 
the impulse  response of  an  Nth-order Lagrange interpolator 
with  delay td and  uniform  input sampling can be  stated as 

where 
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mT (m-1)T (m.2JT (me3)T t 

Fig. 6 .  Third-order Lagrange functions  adapted  to four  consecutive 
samples. The  dotted  line intersects the  four samples starting at  mT, 
while the  continuous  line passes through  the  four samples from 
(m 4- 1) T .  

and 

I f  i 

An analytic  expression  for the  frequency response  can  be 
found  by  Fourier  transforming h(t) .  The  derivation is straight- 
forward,  but  somewhat  lengthy,  and will therefore  be  left  out 
in  this  presentation. 

The  reconstruction  filter  can  be  realized as an FIR  structure 
corresponding to  the  structure in Fig. 4. This  time the  filter 
is of  finite  length  and is shown  in Fig. 7 .  The  coefficients  in 
Fig. 7 run modulo  Tsynchronously to  the  memory  shifts. 

We pursue our example to illustrate  the  principle  further. 
Choosing N =  3, four q functions given in (24) can be  drawn 
as sketched in Fig.  8(a). Putting  in  a delay  of td = 2 T ,  the 
h3,i(t) functions will be  defined  by  the  portion of { q 3 , i ( t ) }  in 
the interval t = [T ,  2  TI [Fig. 8(b)] .  Finally, the { / ~ ~ , ~ ( t ) }  are 
combined to the grand  response  according to  (22) and are 
shown in Fig.  8(c).  In this  case, the response is symmetrical, 
indicating  linear  phase. On the  other  hand,  by choosing  a  de- 
lay of t d  = T,  we  get the response  shown  in Fig. 8(d). In 
principle,  the  delay can be  chosen  arbitrarily and not  just as 
multiples  of T. However, the  composite response  may then 
have  discontinuities  at  the  points  where  the  partial  responses 
merge.  This  feature is also inherent  in  linear  phase sliding 
Lagrange interpolators  of even order.  A  second-order  sym- 
metric  interpolator is shown in Fig. 9. Notice also the  trunca- 
tion  of  the tails for  this  impulse  response.  This  peculiarity  will 
generate  discontinuities in the  output signal. 

Optimal Finite Length Reconstvuction  Filters 
Whereas the  window  length  and  its  details  can  control  the 

performance  of  a  filter designed according to  the  windowing 
method,  only  the  length of  a Lagrange interpolator  with linear 
phase  can be  selected. In the first  case,  it may be hard to  find 
the  correct  window;  in  the  second  case,  there is nothing we 
can do  once  the  filter  length is fixed. However, low-order 
Lagrange interpolators may  be attractive  from  an  implementa- 
tion  point of view. As an  alternative,  or as a  means of assess- 
ment of the  two so far  described  coefficient design methods, 
we here  derive the  optimal  interpolator  when  the  autocorrela- 
tion  of  the  original signal  is known. 

Given the  spectrum or, equivalently,  the  autocorrelation 
function  of  the  input signal x ( t ) ,  how can  we find  an  estimate 
of x ( t )  at t = nT + based on m l  + m2 + 1 samples  accord- 
ing to 

m1 
x^(nT+ E)= hk( t ; )x[ (n  + k )  T I ,  0 < g <  T (25) 

k=-m, 

Fig. 7. Finite length FIR filter for signal reconstruction from uniform 
samples where the coefficients  are derived from Lagrange interpola- 
tion functions. 

(b) ( 4  
Fig. 8. Construction of  filter  coefficients  from Lagrange functions. 

(a) Third-order Lagrange functions for unit sample inputs  at differ- 
ent positions. (b) Coefficients based on { q 3 , i )  when td = 2T. (c) Fil- 
ter response  for fd = 2 T. (d)  Filter  response for id = T.  

Fig. 9. Impulse response of second-order symmetric Lagrange inter- 
polator. 

such that  the  minimum mean-squared  error is obtained?  The 
weighting  factors { h k )  must  obviously  depend on E .  

We define  the  error as 

e, (t;) = x ( n ~  + t;) - x^(nT+ 5 )  
"2 

= X ( n T + g ) -   h k ( E ) X [ ( n f k ) T ] .  (26)  
k = - m ,  

According to  [ lo ] ,  optimality  in  this case is similar to requir- 
ing that  the  error be orthogonal to  the known signals: 

E[e , ( t ; ) x [ (n+i )T] )=O for i E  [ - m l , m z ] .   ( 2 7 )  

Inserting (26) into (27), we find 

E(x (nT+ t;)x[(n + i) T ] )  

- 2 h , ( t ; ) ~ ~ x [ ( n + k ) ~ ]   x [ ( n + i > ~ 1 ) = 0 .  
k=-m,  

(28)  

Assuming that x( t )  is a  wide-sense stationary process,  and  de- 
fining the  autocorrelation  function as 

R,(7)=ECx(t+7)X(t)}, (29) 
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the following optimality  requirement results: 

m2 
h k  ($1 R x x  [(i - k )  TI = R x x  [iT- $1 . (30) 

k = - m ,  

Equation (30) is only  a slight modification  of  the well-known 
linear prediction  equations [IO] . It can be used for  any value 
of $, m ,  , and m 2 ,  and is therefore applicable for  either  inter- 
polation,  filtering,  or  extrapolation.  Equation (30) represents 
a  set  of linear equations in ( h k ( $ ) }  with values of  the  autocor- 
relation  function as coefficients.  It can be solved as long as 
the  correlation  matrix is nonsingular. This is always the case 
when the process { ~ ( t ) }  is nondeterministic. Several fast 
algorithms for solving (30) are available due to its Toeplitz 
form [IO]. 

The output noise  power can be expressed  in terms  of  the dis- 
tortion as 

ma 
D ( g ) = E { e ; ( n T t  f ) ) = R x x ( O ) -  h k ( t ) R x x ( g -  k T )  

k = - m ,  

(3 1) 
where the values for { h k ( $ ) )  have to be inserted  from  the 
solution  of (30). 

The  general form we have obtained is rather  complex  and 
does not seem to lend  itself to real-time designs. However, in 
Section V, we consider a system  where the  interpolation is 
based on  two samples for  a given autocorrelation  function. 
For  this  specific  case, we obtain  a practical  filter design pro- 
cedure. We also use the results to evaluate the linear interpo- 
lator. These simple interpolators are further  combined  with an 
integer ratio digital interpolator  to  form  a practical  system. 

If the samples to be interpolated  contain  additional noise, 
but  this noise is uncorrelated  to  the signal x(t),  the  estimation 
equations derived are still optimal. On the  other  hand,  when 
signal and noise are correlated,  the  optimal filter will be modi- 
fied. The modified equations will not be very useful for  our 
applications,  and will therefore  not be  investigated in this 
paper. 

V. FILTER  STRUCTURES  COMBINING  INTEGER 
RATIO AND “ANALOG” INTERPOLATORS 

It seems to be impractical  to derive coefficients  in real time 
according to  the previously discussed methods  for  a  complete 
resampling filter because the coefficient  calculations involved 
would  become  almost intractable  for  high-order filters.  In- 
stead,  low-order  finite  length “analog”  resamplers can be com- 
bined with fixed  integer ratio digital interpolation filters. The 
basic filter  block diagram is shown  in Fig. 10. Hereafter,  this 
combined  structure will be denoted  the  “hybrid system.” 
Here H(z)  can be any kind of digital interpolator where the 
output, in principle,’  contains N times as many  uniformly 
spaced samples as the  input. If the linear phase requirement 
is mandatory,  then,  of  course,  an  FIR filter has to be used. 
Otherwise, two-rate  IIR filters  are  more  efficient [14]. Dif- 
ferent  structures  for  two-rate IIR filters  can be found  in [4]. 
As an example, we apply  a direct form recursive two-rate 
structure as the digital interpolator and a  second-order La- 
grange filter as the analog interpolator as shown in Fig. 11. 

N fs 

Fig. 10. Hybrid  system  consisting of a digital upsampler H ( z )  followed 
by an “analog” resampler. 

- I - ’ .  . 
fs=i/T I Nfs 1 f;=i/T’ 

Fig. 11. Combination  of  two-rate IIR interpolator  and Lagrange inter- 
polator.  The feedback path works at  the slow input  rate, whereas the 
output of the IIR fiter can produce N times as  many  samples  as the 
input. However, only three consecutive samples are  needed for  the 
Lagrange interpolator and only these are calculated. 

The filter system, in fact,  works  at  three  different sampling 
frequencies: the  input  frequency f,, an intermediate  frequency 
Nf, (the  output  of  the digital interpolator), and the  output 
frequency f,’. To produce  one  output  sample,  three consecu- 
tive samples from  the digital interpolator are required. These 
samples  are obtained by  selecting the  correct values for  the 
time-varying  coefficients { ( z k + N ) ,  i.e., k has to be  chosen cor- 
rectly (for further details,  refer to [4]). The system output 
is then calculated  employing  samples of / ~ , , ~ ( t )  for t = mT’. 

Let us now try  to  estimate  the  computational  burden.  For 
simplicity, we  use an  FIR filter for integer rate upsampling  in 
these  calculations. The filter order  for  an  FIR filter is ap- 
proximately  proportional to  the sampling rate  when all other 
parameters are kept  constant [I91 . Let us therefore assume 
the following functional relationship  for the filter order: 

Q = k N  (32)  

where N is the upsampling ratio  and k is a  parameter  depend- 
ing on  the filter requirements.  The  number  of  multiplications 
per output sample is now  equal to k ,  which is independent  of 
N .  With an Lth-order “analog” interpolator, we need L + 1 
inputs to produce  one  output sample. Therefore,  the  multi- 
plication  rate in the digital interpolator is 

r = k(L  + 1) (33)  

which  increases as the  order of the “analog” interpolator in- 
creases. In addition,  the  number  of calculations involved 
in updating  the coefficients and to  do  the filtering  in the 
“analog” interpolator will become higher. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to claim that  the  order  of  the “analog” inter- 
polator should  be kept as low as possible when considering 
the  number  of  arithmetical  operations. On the  other  hand, 
the design of  the digital interpolator will become increasingly 
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difficult,  although  not  impractical,  and  the size of the coef- 
ficient memory might exceed  practical  limits as the "analog" 
interpolator  order decreases to zero  (sample and hold). A 
feasible compromise seems to be  a  first-order Lagrange 01 

optimal "analog" filter combined  with  a  two-rate IIR digital 
interpolator. In that case, the filter design is simple and the 
number of coefficients is fairly low; also the  multiplication 
rate i s  tractable,  although  not  optimal. (One should, never- 
theless, keep in  mind the possibility of multistage designs, 
which  would somewhat alleviate the previously considered 
difficulty  with regard to coefficient  storage. We will not dis- 
cuss multistage  filtering in this paper.) 

System Specifications 
The digital interpolator  task is t o  filter out N - 1 of N re- 

peated  spectra as indicated  in Fig. 12. The  following analog 
interpolator must remove the remaining spectra  except  for  the 
baseband signal before  the resampling. All residuals from  the 
frequency  band above the baseband can potentially  introduce 
aliasing noise components  into  the baseband  by the resam- 
pling process. Therefore,  a careful  specification of H ( z )  is 
necessary. 

When specifying the  two filter  stages, the specification of 
one stage must take  into  account  the  performance  of  the 
other. It is, however, natural  to design the analog interpolator 
independent of the digital one, assuming that  no residual 
signals are  left in the  stopband regions or, equivalently,  for  the 
optimal  interpolator,  that  the residual is uncorrelated  with  the 
signal. Thereafter,  from  the knowledge of  the  frequency re- 
sponse of  the analog interpolator,  the digital interpolatQr can 
be specified. In the  subsequent paragraphs, hybrid systems 
with  first-order  optimal  and linear interpolators are examined 
closely. The resulting frequency responses of these will help 
dictate  the digital interpolator specification. 

First-Order  Optimal  Design 
Let us select m ,  = 0 and m, = 1 in (25). The estimator can 

then be written as 

x^ (nT tg )=ho( t ; ) x (nT)+hl (g )x (nT t  T ) .  (34) 

After  straightforward  calculation,  the following  expressions 
for the  optimal coefficients are found based on (30): 

where 0 < < T. 

relation function and  express it in terms of normalized time: 
To  simplify notation, we introduce  the normalized autocor- 

where E = g[T and u; = Rxx (0). 
The  coefficients can now be rewritten as 

(37) 

Fig. 12. Frequency response of the digital integer ratio  interpolator. 

(39) 

The distortion power versus signal power is found  from  (3 1 ) :  

O G E d l .  (40) 

For any given autocorrelation  function, (40) gives the mini- 
mum  distortion  for  a  two-point  interpolator. 

This simple interpolator can obviously be used with  any  kind 
of confidence  only for highly correlated inputs  (outputs  from 
the digital interpolator).  For  such processes, a  fourth-order 
autocorrelation model is sufficiently accurate in the interesting 
range of E :  

p(e) = 1 - a 2  t @e4, 0 < E G 1 (@ and a positive). 

(41) 

[Incidentally, this is the simplest applicable model.  A second- 
order model (@ = 0) implies negative spectral components, and 
negative distortion will result from (40).] 

After  tedious calculations, the following distortion  formula 
is obtained  from (40)  and  (41): 

dop t (~ )=(6 /3 -  CY')E*(~ - E)'. (42) 

(As can be seen, dopt is negative when p = 0.) 

ing (41) in (35) and  (36) and the result in (34): 
The filtering operation  for this case can be found by  insert- 

x^(nT+ E) = x (nT)  t {x[ (n  t l ) ]  - x(nT))}  (g/T) 

f &{X [(n f 1 )  TI + x ( n m  ( E m  (1 - C;/T). 

(43) 

The two first terms in  this  expression account for the linear in- 
terpolation, whereas the last term is a  correction  term based 
on the  known  correlation. A possible implementation is 
shown in Fig. 13. For a = 0, this is the linear interpolator. 
The correction requires two  extra  multiplications. 

What does this  extra  complexity offer us in terms  of im- 
proved performance?  To  find out,  the  distortion  for  the 
linear interpolator must be calculated. 

Comparison Between the Optimal and Linear 
First-Order  Estimators 

The  distortion  for  the linear estimator can be found  from 
the general expression  for nonoptimal  estimators. This is 
found  to be 
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Fig. 13. Implementation at  the  optimal two-point  estimator  based on a 
fourth-order au.tocorrelation function. 

Applying the  fourth-order  autocorrelation  model 
(41), we get 

drin ( E )  = 6p~’(1 - E’) .  

This  expression  has the same dependency  on  the  time variable 
E as the  distortion  for  the  optimal  estimator (42). The gain of 
the  optimal  estimator over the linear estimator is therefore 
found  to be 

Furthermore,  the average distortion  for  the  two systems over 
the sampling interval is 

d= C l ’  ~ ‘ ( 1  - E)’ de = C/30 (49) 

where 

C =  Cop, = 60 - CY’ (50) 

and 

C= Clin = 60. (51) 

To quantify these  results further, let us consider a particular 
example. Assume that  the  input signal is sampled at f, and 
that  the baseband  power spectrum is flat  up to & and  zero  other- 
wise. If expressing the normalized autocorrelation  function  in 
terms  of normalized time e = t / T  and  introducing 

- fs = 2 N  (52) 
f* 

where N is the oversampling ratio in the digital input signal, 

we get 
sin ( (n/N) E )  

p ( E )  = (n /N)  E . (53) 

If N is large, a power series expansion  of P ( E )  for E < 1 is 
applicable: 

Comparing  this t o  (41), we find  the coefficients in the pre- 
vious model  to be 

The gain defined in (48) now  becomes 

G = 2.25 = 3.52 dB. 

This gain is independent of the oversampling rate. 
Inserting the values of a and p from (55) in (49), we find 

the inverse of the average distortions  or,  equivalently,  the 
signal-to-noise ratio if the  probability  of  any sampling point 
in  the interval 0 < < Tis  equally  likely to  be 

($)fin (dB) = 7.90 + 40 log,, N 

($)opt (dB) = 11.42 t 40  loglo N .  (57) 

This shows that  by doubling the oversampling ratio, an im- 
provement  in the signal-to-noise ratio by 12  dB i s  obtained. 

To  obtain  a signal-to-noise ratio of  100  dB,  the  required 
oversampling ratios  would be 

Nlin = 200.7  and Nopt = 163.9. (58) 

These results  should  be compared to  the findings in Section I1 
obtained by  worst case analysis. 

As a  conclusion,  the  optimal  interpolator has an advantage 
over the linear interpolator  by  3.52 dB for  equal oversampling 
rates or,  equivalently,  the oversampling can be  reduced  ac- 
cording to 

Nopt = 0.817 .Nlin 

to get equal signal-to-noise  ratios. 
The price to be paid for using the  optimal  interpolator  rather 

than  the linear one is some extra  multiplications and additions, 
as discussed previously.  However,  in a practical system  incor- 
porating a digital  upsampler, the  number  of  arithmetical  opera- 
tions in the upsampler will by far exceed the  operations in any 
of the “analog” interpolators.  Therefore,  other  implementa- 
tion  considerations will decide which  solution should  be 
chosen. 

Specification of the Digital Interpolation Filter 
To be  able to specify the  requirements  for  the digital inter- 

polator in the  hybrid  system, we need to  know  the  frequency 
responses o f  the alternative first-order “analog” interpolators. 
The  frequency responses can be derived from  the  correspond- 
ing impulse  responses. 
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The linear interpolator is a special case of the  optimal  inter- 
polator  of first order where the  characterization  for  the linear 
interpolator is found  by  setting a = 0. Therefore,  only  ex- 
pressions for  the  optimal  interpolator will be  derived. 

The  impulse response of  the  optimal  interpolator can be 
found  from (43), and is  given by 

1 (1 + a )  (C;/T) - a(.gT)2, 0 < E < T 

h(g)= 1 - (I  - a ) ( $ / T -  1)- a(E/T- 1)2, T G E G 2 T  

0 ,  elsewhere. 

(59) 

The  frequency response  corresponding to (59) can be shown 
to  be 

sin (0272) 1 sin W T  -- *(a) - (I + a )  
T a T / 2  

- a  ( w T / ~ ) ~  (l - 7)‘ 
(60) 

For practical values of a ,  the difference between  the fre- 
quency responses of  the linear and  the  first-order  optimal 
interpolator is insignificant as to  the  requirements  for  the 
digital interpolator. 

Any nonzero  components in the  stopband regions of  the 
digital interpolator can give rise to aliasing noise at the  output 
of  the “analog” interpolator. But the  attenuation in these 
regions provided  by the digital interpolator will be modified 
by  the “analog” interpolator. Because of the variation in  the 
response as given in (60) for the  different  harmonics of the 
system input, we may choose to vary the  attenuation of 
the digital interpolator  in  the range fp to f i / 2  to minimize 
the filter order while keeping the possible aliasing components 
below the required level for  any resampling frequency and any 
signal frequency. 

If the  contributions  to  the aliasing noise from  the  frequency 
range fp to f’- fp are kept well within  the specifications, the 
contribution  from  any  other  frequency range will be negligible 
because of  the analog interpolator  frequency response shape. 

VI. INTERPOLATION  INCORPORATING COEFFICIENT 
CORRECTIONS 

The  theory  of analog reconstruction based on transversal 
filters with  continuously varying  coefficients as presented  in 
Section 111 suggests another  implementation of the general 
digital interpolator. If the  ratio  between sampling rate  and 
bandwidth is large, the variation from  one coefficient to  the 
next will be very small. [See Fig. 5(b).] With this limited 
variation,  it should be possible to approximate  the coefficient 
change between  two  known values by, e.g., a straight  line or 
parts of a higher order polynomial. If, using the straight  line 
approximation, we could design filter  coefficients for a digital 
interpolator  and  only  store these coefficients,  the  actually 
needed  coefficients could be derived by  interpolating  the 
stored coefficients. 

This method is, of course, closely related to  the  method 
cascading a digital interpolator  and  a Lagrange interpolator. 
However, the coefficient interpolation  method seems to have 
some  advantages. 

Fig. 14. Impulse response of an  analog reconstruction filter based on 
linear interpolation  between coefficients of a digital FIR filter. 

Fig. 15. Interpolation  function used to generate the straight  line im- 
pulse  response in Fig. 14 through  convolution  with digital filter. 

The impulse  response of  the analog filter obtained  by linear 
interpolation  between FIR coefficients is illustrated in Fig. 14. 
For frequency analysis of  this  filter, we simply  observe that 
the impulse response can be constructed  by convolving the 
unit sample  response of the digital FIR filter  and a triangular 
function  shown  in Fig. 15. In other  words,  the filter  repre- 
sented  by Fig. 14 is the result of cascading the digital filter 
with  an analog filter having this triangular  impulse  response. 
Therefore,  the filtering operation using linear interpolation 
between coefficients is equivalent to cascading a digital  filter 
and  a  first-order Lagrange interpolator. 

There is, however, a significant difference between  the  two 
methods which will influence  the  implementation of the  two 
systems: the  interpolation in this case is applied to a  deter- 
ministic function,  the  unit sample  response,  whereas  for the 
previous case, a  stochastic signal was to be interpolated. We 
can,  therefore,  control  the  approximations more closely and 
devise more  optimal  solutions, 

Let us look more closely at an  implementation where in- 
formation  about  a  continuous-time impluse response k ( t )  is 
stored. In particular,  the  stored  information will contain sam- 
ple values of h( t )  and  parameters to characterize the curve 
connecting  the sample values. 

Assume that an impluse response h( t )  of  finite  duration has 
been  designed. If h( t )  is  well behaved,  it can be approximated 
in an interval around some value t = p7“ to  any degree of ac- 
curacy by  a Taylor series expansion: 

h(pT’  + At) = r i ( p )  (At>’ 
ca 

i= 0 

where 

The series expansion is repeated at uniform  intervals T’ to 
make up the  complete  continuous curve. Therefore,  the ap- 
proximation  when using a finite  number of terms in (61) only 
needs to be accurate in the interval 
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T' T' 
2 

< A t < -  
2 '  

- -  

T' is usually some  integer fraction  of  the  input sampling inter- 
val, i.e., 

T' = T/N. (63) 

Using this representation, we can compute  interpolated values 
at  any  time tk according to (16) and (17). When writing the 
output sampling time  in  terms  of  the  input sampling instants 
and  the  potential sampling points of the impulse  response as 

T 
N 

t k = n T + l - t A t  

where n ,  I, and A t  are uniquely defined by 

n = INT [tk/7"j 

I = INT [(tk - nT) N ]  

we get 

=c M-1 

m=o 

m =x (At>' x [ ( n  - m) TI rf(mN+Z). 
M-1 

(66) 
i= 0 m=o 

The number of sampling points  of  the impulse  response im- 
plied in  the above equation is 

Q = MN, 

corresponding to  a length MT impulse  response. 
Equation  (66) shows that  any  output sample can be found 

by forming  a  weighted sum  of  outputs  from several filters 
operating  on  the  input sequence.  The  first term (i = 0) repre- 
sents a regular FIR interpolator where the coefficients closest 
to  the  actual coefficients  are  chosen from  the given set.  The 
additional filters  represent  correcting terms  for more  accurate 
representation of intermediate impulse response samples when 
et # 0. (If uniform  output samp!ng with sampling  interval 
Tis applied,  then,  of  course, t k  = kT.) 

What determines  the necessary number  of  terms in (66)? 
First of all, the filter  specifications, but also the chosen  over- 
sampling factor N as defined  by (63). If N is large enough, 
then  only  the first term in (66) will suffice, and we are  back 
to  the sample-and-hold method as discussed in  Section 11. For 
lower values of N ,  which implies smaller coefficient memory, 
we must introduce  correction terms.  However, it is not neces- 
sary to use the same number  of  compensation  terms  for all 
regions of  the impulse  response. If one chooses to make  the 
maximum  deviation  from  the  exact value in each interval T/N 
comparable in size, then  more  terms must be  employed in the 

Fig. 16. FIR  implementation of interpolator  incorporating  correction 
terms accounting for first- and  second-order derivatives of the impulse 
response curves, respectively. 

region where h( t )  varies rapidly, usually where h( t )  is large, 
and fewer at the  far  ends  of  the response.  The number  of 
terms  may,  in  fact, be tapered  off away from  the origin. 

With the above comments  in  mind, a  filter structure using a 
direct  form  implementation can be depicted as given in Fig. 
16.  The  bottom  part  of this  filter structure  represents  the 
integer interpolator (or rational  interpolator, depending on 
the  output sampling points  determined  by  the values of 1). 
{YI (u) A t )  represent  linear  correcting terms, whereas {r2(k)  
( A t ) 2 }  are quadratic  corrections. In the figure, we have in- 
dicated  a different  number  of  correction  terms  for  the vari- 
ous regions of  the impulse  response. 

What we have gained by  introducing  the  correction  terms is 
lowering the oversampling rate,  thereby reducing the  required 
coefficient memory as compared to  the alternative of using a 
much higher sampling rate.  The  drawback  of  this  method is a 
somewhat higher multiplication  count. 

The  filter structure  presented assumes that all the coeffi- 
cients { r i ( p ) )  in  (66)  are  precalculated.  It is, however, also 
possible to calculate the  intermediate coefficient values in real 
time  by  interpolation based on {yo ( p )  = h ( p ) )  if,  for some 
reason, the coefficient memory size must be further  reduced. 
This can be done  to  any degree of accuracy  provided h( t )  was 
sampled  above the Nyquist rate  in  the first  place. Again, the 
reduction in  storage is traded  off  for  more  computation  and 
increased filter complexity. 

What is the  implication  of  the coefficient  errors?  Clearly, 
the  errors are functions of the distance A t  from  the nearest 
fixed coefficient (sample value of  the impulse  response).  The 
errors will be of a deterministic  or  stochastic  nature,  depend- 
ing on  whether  or  not A t  is deterministic. If the  input-output 
sampling ratio is irrational,  the values of A t  are likely to be 
samples of a stochastic process; therefore,  the coefficient in- 
accuracies for this case will tend to generate a  noise-like out- 
put  component. On the  other  hand,  when  the sampling rate 
ratio is integer or  rational, At  will be periodic,  in  which case 
the variation is deterministic,  and  therefore  the  net  impact  on 
the system performance will be  a  deviation from  the original 
frequency response. In the  borderline case when  the period is 
very long,  the  error will tend to  be of a more noise-like nature. 

VII. IIR METHODS FOR INTERPOLATION BY 

ARBITRARY RATIOS 
So far we have assumed finite  length impulse  responses in 

our models for  arbitrary  rate resamplers, except  for  the prefil- 
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tering  stage of the  hybrid system where  any filter type can be 
applied. 

In this  section, we address the  problem  of recursive (IIR) 
filters for sampling rate change. We shall, for  the  moment, 
assume that  a suitable analog transfer  function has been de- 
signed. This obtained filter will be transformed  into  a pseudo- 
digital  filter either  by  the  modified  z-transform  method  or 
from  a state-space formulation.  It will turn  out  that  the poles 
in all cases transform  into  a recursive digital structure working 
either at the  input or the  output sampling  rates. The analog 
filter  zeros,  on  the  other  hand,  contribute to the modeling of 
the time-varying  coefficients. 

General Interpolation Based on the Modified 
z-Tkansform of Analog Filters 

This  derivation is closely related to  the derivation of digital 
filters from analog filters by  the impulse  invariant method. 
The  main  difference  here is the  application  of  the  modified z -  
transform [ lo]  instead of  the usual z-transform. 

The analog filter rational transfer function to  be transformed 
is first  expressed through  the  partial  fraction expansion 

where {s,) are  the  s-plane poles. C # 0 if the  number  of poles 
and zeros are  equal. However,  in interpolator  applications, we 
will usually want  the  attenuation as w + 00 to be infinite; 
therefore, we assume a zero  at infinity, which implies that 
c= 0. 

The impulse  response of this  filter is 

L 
g ( t ) = C   A l e s z t ,  t > O .  

z=1 

We now use this response as the  interpolation  function in (12). 
Then 

k=-m z=1 

Rewriting the  output sampling instant as 

t = p T t   A t  (70) 

where 

p = INT [ t /T]  and A t  = t - pT,  (71) 

inserting this  in (69), and changing the  order of summations, 
we obtain 

?(pT t A t )  = AzeSzAt  x ( kT)  esz (p-k)T .  (72) 
L P 

1=1 k=-  m 

The  last summation in  (72)  represents a digital  filter operation 
on  the  input sequence  by a filter with impulse  response 

hz(k)  = exp {s, T . k )  (73) 

and therefore  a pole at  exp {s,T ). The filtering operation in 
(72) can be realized in a filter structure as shown  in Fig. 17. 

Fig. 17. Parallel form  interpolator derived from an analog filter by the 
modified z transform. 

The filter operates as follows.  The first-order recursive sec- 
tions  produce new sfate variables for  each  input sample.  The 
filter output samples,  however, may be produced at  any time 
instant  between  the  input samples by multiplying the  state 
variables by  the  deterministic  functions A ,  exp { s l  . A t }  in 
each  branch  and summing the results.  This,  in fact, indicates 
that  the  output samples are found  by  extrapolation for this 
case. 

It is important  to observe that  computations need  be done 
at  no  other  times  than  the  input  and  output  instants.  The 
coefficients exp {s,At) have to be calculated for every new 
value of A t .  

The  structure  in Fig. 17 is not  particularly practical because 
the coefficients  are generally complex.  For real input-real 
output  filters,  the poles (and zeros) will appear  in complex 
conjugate  pairs. As in usual digital filters, we may  combine 
branches  containing the  complex conjugates to second-order 
sections.  One such  second-order section is shown  in Fig. 18. 
In  this figure, the  feedback coefficients are constant and 
given by 

Bj  = 2 Re {eST}  (74) 

The  time-variable  coefficients can be  expressed as 

Di(At)= COS [ai t qiAt]  (76) 

Ei(At )  = X i  COS [vi t qi A t ]  (77) 

Ki(At )  = 2Si  exp {r,At}. (78) 

In these equations, we have introduced  the following  relations 
between  constants: 

Ai  = S i  exp {jq} 

si = ri t j q j  

g. = Q. - q.T 
I Z I  

Xi  = exp {r j   T} .  (79) 

The  constants ai, qi, X i ,  vi, a,, and ri can be precalculated,  but 
(76)-(78) must  be  calculated for  each  output  point. 

To evaluate the  computational  complexity  of this method, 
we have to decide  how the time-varying  coefficients can be 
calculated. Again, there are several choices. A sufficiently 
large number  of coefficient values could  be  precalculated  and 
stored. Or the  actual coefficient values can be found  from 
some approximation  method either by storing the series ex- 
pansion  coefficient or  by  interpolating  between  known values 
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C Y  

Fig. 18. Second-order  structure in the general interpolator. 

of  the coefficient functions. We return to  this discussion at 
the  end  of  the  next  subsection.  In  that  section, alternative 
filter structures  are  presented as well. 

State-Space Formulation of General Interpolation 
A more general approach to recursive interpolation can  be 

described in  terms  of  the state-space formulation. It offers 
different filter structures  and provides new insight  in the re- 
construction  problem. 

We only consider one-input  one-output systems, in  which 
case the state-space equations  for  any linear time-continuous 
system are given by 

i = l d ( t ) x t B ( t ) u  (80) 

y = CT(t)X t D(t)   u.  (81) 

Here u is the  input  and y is the  output signal, whereas x is the 
state vector of  the  system. The matrix4 in  (80) accounts  for 
the  deterministic behavior of the  state variables and B for  the 
coupling from  the  input  to  the  state variables. In  (81),  the 
row  vector CT relates the  state vectors to the  output signal 
and  the  quantity D imposes any  direct  dependence  of  the  out- 
put  upon  the  input signal. 

Certain  simplifications will apply  for  the  interpolation case. 
All coefficient  matrices and  vectors  are assumed to be con- 
stant,  and  the coefficient D = 0. This corresponds to the 
rational transfer function case with C= 0 in (67), as already 
discussed. Equation (80) can be integrated  and expressed con- 
veniently  in the following form: 

t 

x(t>=@(t- .-d tn,x(r,,tJ g c t -  t ) B u ( t ) d t  (82) 
*O 

where the transfer matrix 

has been introduced. 

(82) turns  into 
Specializing to  the  time-discrete  input signal given in ( l l ) ,  

n < t /T 

n > t,/T 
x ( t )  = - @(r - to)x(ro) t @(t - nT)Bu(nT).  (84) 

We discuss (84) for  two  separate cases. First, we consider 
the case for  which  the  state variables are updated  at  the  out- 
put sampling rate f,’= l/T’. Then (84)  becomes 

* 

x(kT’)  = @ ( T ‘ ) x [ ( k  -., - 1) T’] 

Fig. 19. Realization of ( 8 5 )  and ( 8 6 )  with D = 0 for time-discrete 
input. 

and  the  output signal can be found  from  (81) as 

y(kT’) = CTX(kT’) (86) 

when D E 0. These equations suggest an  implementation as 
given in Fig. 19. In this  system,  each  input signal is converted 
into a contribution  to  the  state variables at the  output sam- 
pling times  through  the  transition  matrix @(kT’ - nT). If more 
than  one  input  occurs  between  two o u t p k  samples, each  con- 
tribution  is  stored  in  the  accumulator.  The  accumulator  is,  of 
course,  reset after being added to  the state variables. 

The second implementation based on (84) results when  the 
state variables are updated at the  input  rate. In that case, the 
state variables are  updated according to 

x(nT)  = @(T)  .., x [ ( n  -1) T ]  t Bu(nT). (87) 

Between the  input sampling points,  the  state variables  are gov- 
erned by  the following deterministic  equation derived from 
(84): 

x(nT t A t )  = @(At )x (nT) ,  0 < A t  < T.  .., (88) 

The output is finally found  from (81): 

y ( n T t   A t ) = C T x ( n T +   A t ) =   C T @ ( A t ) x ( n T ) .  .., (89) 

Any  output  point can  be  calculated from (87) and (89). For 
uniform  output sampling at  the  rate f,’= l/T’, At is deter- 
mined by 

A t  = kT’ - INT [kT’/T] T. (90) 

The corresponding filter block diagram is shown  in Fig. 20. 
What are the main differences  between  the  structures in Figs. 

19  and  20? If one  wants  to  keep  the  bandwidth fixed  while 
varying the  interpolation  ratio,  then this  can  be  accomplished 
if the  input  rate is constant  for  the  structure in Fig. 19 and if 
the  output rate is fixed  in Fig. 20. 

Different structures can  be derived from  the given equations 
by similarity transformations.  For  optimality, a structure  with 
the lowest total  number  of  arithmetic  operations  within cer- 
tain word  length  constraints is desirable.  The arithmetic  opera- 
tions involved comprise both  the running  coefficient calcula- 
tions @(At )  and  the  actual filtering as before. 

The-@(At)  calculations  in Figs. 19 and  20 can be quite 
involvei.  Therefore, again, we can  simplify the  calculations 
at  the cost of increasing the coefficient memory size by pre- 
calculating values of @(At )  at A t  = ( l / N )  T for 1 = 0, 1, . 1 , 
N -  1,  and using serieszxpansion  of @(t)  for  the  different values 
of 1. That  is, 

- 
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(Or these  intermediate values can  be found  by  interpolating 
the given sample  amplitudes.) If,  for  simplicity, we only  in- 
clude the  two first terms  in  the  expansion,  the  output calcu- 
lations  in Fig. 20 can  be  simplified to 

= [f?OT(Z) + E U T ( Z ) ]  x. 

The column vectors in  the braces are  precalculated  according 
to (93). The  structure in Fig. 21 is an  implementation  of  the 
complete  system  incorporating  this idea. One interesting ob- 
servation  should  be made based on  this figure. The  output 
signal can always  be found  by scalar multiplications of the 
coefficient  vectors and  the  state vector where  the  correction 
terms are proportional to ek irrespective of the  feedback  struc- 
ture, i.e., of  the realization of  the poles, 

Exactly  the same derivation  can  be made  for  the  structure  in 
Fig. 20. What it  amounts to is basically to move the  time- 
adaptive output stage from  the  output  to  the  input. This time, 
however, the coefficients in  the  structure are composed  of  the 
transition  matrix  times  the B vector and  not like here. 

The system presented  in  this  paragraph is,  of  course, a gen- 
eralization of all the previous  systems  based on coefficient 
interpolation.  The  FIR  structures are obtained by  making the 
transition  matrix  perform  the necessary shift  operations  in an 
FIR  filter. (Fig. 21  corresponds to Fig. 16.) The parallel 
structure  obtained  from  the  modified z transform can be de- 
rived here  by diagonalizing the  transition  matrix. 

The state-space formulation  of  the general interpolation 
problem,  of  course,  incorporates integer and  rational  inter- 
polation. By considering Fig. 19  (and Fig. 20),  one realizes 
that. the  only difference between these is the inclusion of the 
terms  proportional  with E ,  e 2 ,  . . in the general case. Note 
also that  the selection of N is not  done  arbitrarily in the 
rational  and integer cases, but as a  result of the  interpolation 
factor. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, several interpolation  methods  for conversion 

between  arbitrary sampling  frequencies have been  presented. 
In a  sense, they are all built on  the same notion:  “to simulate 
an analog filter  for  which  the  output signal is calculated at  the 
wanted  output  points  only.”  The  different  implementations 
represent alternative methods  for providing the  correct coef- 
ficients,  the  two  extreme possible schemes being either to pre- 
calculate enough coefficients so that  any required  coefficient 

Fig. 21. State-space structure where the  output coefficients are partly 
stored,  but also corrected  for  by differential terms. 

can be chosen to within  the required  accuracy from  this selec- 
tion  or to include  some  synthesis  algorithm in  the  implementa- 
tion  for real-time design. Intermediate schemes  offer  a  reason- 
able  tradeoff  between coefficient  storage and  computational 
complexity.  Both  FIR-  and  IIR-type filters have been dis- 
cussed. The  two main  block diagrams derived from  the  state- 
space formulation  contain all the described  filter structures. 
Alternative  filter structures  can,  of course,  be worked  out  by 
similarity transformations  of  the  state  transition  matrix. 

In  another  method, a combination  of an integer ratio digital 
interpolation prefilter and  an “analog” interpolator is exploit- 
ed.  It  turns  out  that  only low-order “analog” interpolators are 
efficient in this  combination. Low-order Lagrange and  optimal 
designs were examined  for  this purpose; first-order systems 
seem to be especially promising. The  optimal  filter is sightly 
superior to the Lagrange filter,  but also somewhat more  com- 
plex. 

Methods for  which a  set of parameters,  describing the con- 
tinuously varying coefficients,  are stored offer  a versatile struc- 
ture. One can select to store  many coefficients  and have a  low 
number  of  multiplications or decrease the coefficient memory 
while increasing the  computation  rate. 

Adapting  algorithms to particular  hardware designs is a topic 
for  future  work. 
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